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Toks O @TokunboTweetz
Thought id get ahead of the game and use my laptop for tonight’s #OTalk so I can keep up... but I was today years old when I realised that my laptop does not hav
key!
@AppleSupport @Apple in 2021, where’s my #?
guess I’m sticking to me phone
https://t.co/ksCLOHHogt

#OTalk @OTalk_
Who's ready for tonight's #OTalk chat on advocacy with @TokunboTweetz? https://t.co/iw55Bp8u6v

#OTalk @OTalk_
Say hello if you're planning on joining us! #OTalk https://t.co/oyGlCUm77w

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
Phew what a day. Interviewed by @eleanor_march for the fascinating @VictorianPrison research. Followed by a very interesting & inspiring talk from @OutdoorOt
now for #OTalk with our very own @TokunboTweetz
#OccupationslTherapy

#OTalk @OTalk_
The rules of the chat are the same as ever, i.e. be respectful (of your patients/clients and each other), be responsible and remember the hashtag #OTalk
https://t.co/jbx0M64qrI

#OTalk @OTalk_
@TokunboTweetz @AppleSupport @Apple Press alt + 3 together! #OTalk #TricksOfTheTrade

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz Hello! I'm looking forward to this! #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
Bit nervous, but here goes... Question 1: What is your understanding of the meaning of advocacy in occupational therapy? Is it a core function of what we do as
occupational therapists? #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz I am here. I am trying to multitask so may be a little subdued this eve! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 1! What are everyone's thoughts? #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz My understanding is representing the voice of our patients when the are struggling or unable to do so themselves. Their wishes and choices can
given an amplified voice. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz My understanding is representing the voice of our patients when the are struggling or unable to do so them…

Becky the OT @BeckyFrench_OT
I feel that because our process and formulation takes into all concepts we naturally discuss deprivation and challenges of our clients #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OTalk_ #OTalk I think it is a core function as we are able to talk to the individuals and understand there needs from a holistic view and be their voice to advocate
needs back to the MDT.

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz My sense is that advocacy is a core part of our role. Within the prison system it feels vital to support people to din ways to understand & speak u
their rights #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk for me I do see advocacy as one of the core function of what we do. I see advocacy as something to speak out on on behalf of my client
alongside my client to make their voice stronger and to ensure they get the support/service they need when they face obstacles

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz It's raising awareness of what we do and giving people we are working with the understanding of OT and not just about promoting the professio
also should consider flaws. I don't think it is a core function and I'm currently planning to discuss this in my viva #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @OTalk_ #OTalk I think it is a core function as we are able to talk to the individuals and understand there needs from…

Rachel OT @_rachelOT
@TokunboTweetz 100% core function - we can influence the physical/social environment so much through advocacy, or lack of - enabling engagement in doing so
#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @TokunboTweetz It's raising awareness of what we do and giving people we are working with the understanding of OT and no…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk for me I do see advocacy as one of the core function of what we do. I see advocacy as something…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@NatalieS_OT Same! I guess this is a topic that is so broad, something we all naturally do in practice, but quite difficult to pinpoint the specifics about #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz 100% core function - we can influence the physical/social environment so much through advocacy, or lack of -…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz My sense is that advocacy is a core part of our role. Within the prison system it feels vital to support…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz I feel part of the role is also to help people to have realistic expectation when they do so too #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@charfrenchOT So well put!! #OTalk

☯ R͡ ͜ a͡ ͜ c͡ ͜ h͡ ͜ e͡ ͜ ͡ l͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk my understanding is being the voice of our client should they need us to be, supporting and ensuring they are heard.

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@BeckyFrench_OT Completely agree, which is why we may often find ourselves going above and beyond and doing more than what was intended? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@NatalieS_OT @TokunboTweetz Hey Natalie! Remember the #OTalk tag in your tweets so that people can find them more easily while following the chat.
https://t.co/oYdffmzTWj

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz I feel we have a role in helping people navigate their way through complex systems that we may have more familiarity with. Advocacy feels impo
for groups of people as well as for individuals #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz I feel we have a role in helping people navigate their way through complex systems that we may have more f…
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Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz I feel we have a role in helping people navigate their way through complex systems that we may have more f…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Lauren_kenton15 @OTalk_ Completely agree! Thinking about 'core', could it be all we do with/for a client? #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz After seeing other peoples takes on this I think it is a core function in terms of the people we serve but not in terms of the wider public
because not many know what we do. #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@GeorgiaVineOT If you're looking for an audience for your practice run...

#OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz @BeckyFrench_OT I think sometimes these needs can be minimised by systems as ‘unimportant’. As OTs we explore the importance of particu
choices to the person. We are in a prime position to verbalise their personal preferences and needs to the wider team #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ #OTalk I think it coincides with our core skills we are taught at university and enables person centred practice by being able to be a vo
advocate their needs using our professional reasoning. I also think it’s just a fraction of what we do but essential.

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz In an ideal world I would like to feel I am supporting the person to find their own voice, the reality is that there are situations that I have advantag
get an audience in spheres in which they can't and I want to make the most of this on their behalf #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ #OTalk I think it coincides with our core skills we are taught at university and enables person…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz In an ideal world I would like to feel I am supporting the person to find their own voice, the reality is…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph YES! When thinking about this topic, I was thinking more about individuals, but advocating for groups is also vital! #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz Yep! #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@GeorgiaVineOT @OTalk_ haha thats the beauty of discussing these topics together! #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz I think advocacy comes in many forms. I see having the opportunity to lecture to students, & speak at conferences as a manner of advocating fo
needs and right of prisoners, albeit it one with less direct immediate impact #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
Question 2: Can you share any specific matters related to your current practice that you feel would benefit from advocacy (e.g. client groups, condition awareness
practice areas)? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 2: Can you share any specific matters related to your current practice that you feel would benefit from advocac…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ Certainly #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@TokunboTweetz Late to the conversation but I think advocacy is about speaking up for the patients about their wants and needs. Particularly important in a settin
where the patients get very little choice or don't get a voice at all #OTalk
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Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Lauren_kenton15 @OTalk_ I like the idea of coinciding! It does feel necessary in addition to the core interventions we deliver #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz I find social media as such a powerful to advocate for particular groups such as individuals in prison. I often find myself advoca
this group’s value to society daily - whether that be getting my nails done or at the supermarket. #OTalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 2: Can you share any specific matters related to your current practice that you feel would benefit from advocac…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz Advocating for the more vulnerable or 'poorly behaved' men within prisons to have access to work roles. Helping others see this is a potential so
to the issue not a reward #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Advocating for the more vulnerable or 'poorly behaved' men within prisons to have access to work roles. He…

Becky the OT @BeckyFrench_OT
#OTalk when discussing managing transitions and further pathways I feel that I support the voice of the client

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz This does NOT surprise me in the slightest!! The people in your nail salon will be pleased you now have conference as an outle
#OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: #OTalk when discussing managing transitions and further pathways I feel that I support the voice of the client https://…

Jesssss @Jeca_912
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Advocating for the more vulnerable or 'poorly behaved' men within prisons to have access to work roles. He…

Natalie @NatalieS_OT
@TokunboTweetz Young people involved in the justice system!!! (As I'm sure you're aware
). Sometimes the "criminal", "offender", "violent" etc labels can
overshadow the MH need and subsequent understanding of why engagement may be difficult. Not sure if that makes any sense?!?! #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk @OTstudent_Megan I think this will be interesting for you to see other people perspectives on advocacy in OT, and how it relates to plac
and your future practice.
Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@_rachelOT So could it be the only intervention we may offer to a client/ group? #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz I feel so strongly about changing this perception that people in prison are “bad” and will always be “bad”. I try to advocate and encourage others
hear their stories, both personally and as a group. #OTalk
☯ R͡ ͜ a͡ ͜ c͡ ͜ h͡ ͜ e͡ ͜ ͡ l͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk still a student but from placement - had an older adult with severe anxiety as well as needing hearing aides have an online session with
psychologist. Struggled to understand and engage with online. I had to be the 'middle-man' to ensure communication happened /1

Charlee @Charlee_W
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz Yeah this is a good example Deb. I can recall trying to get the lads with ADHD into the workshop for some manual work as the
poor behaviour in the classroom and are high risk #positiverisktaking #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz Hahahaha!! A very good debate over gel overlays at the weekend! Pleased to say a few perceptions were changed for the bet
#OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@OTalk_ Sorry I’m late, a busy day advocating for my patients... for me OT is the core voice of advocacy as we tend to be the only dual trained voice that will reco
and support MH in PH and vice verses #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RachelOTstudent: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk still a student but from placement - had an older adult with severe anxiety as well as needing h…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@TokunboTweetz I work with autistic children who benefit from advocacy for so many things. Too many myths that cause damage to this group I.e. masking - I’ve
& their children tell me they are struggling at school but school disregard this because the child appears ok in school #OTalk
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz I feel so strongly about changing this perception that people in prison are “bad” and will always be “bad”…

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz #OTalk I had a similar experience last week in a hospital with labels of their offending history potential impacting care.

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Murphlemurph Brilliant way of promoting justice based OT roles for students considering career paths! #OTalk

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz The benefit on online communities and virtual healthcare! (yes she snuck it in for the 1000th time) I'm so sorry

#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz I work with autistic children who benefit from advocacy for so many things. Too many myths that cause d…

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
@TokunboTweetz Advocating can be seen in many ways. I think the online community does this well. Dipping in and out tonight. #otalk

Becky the OT @BeckyFrench_OT
I feel that there are also sensory needs that are needed to be highlighted.... this gets a misconception linked to challenging behaviour... more to do with seanory ov
or being understimulated #OTalk
Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz Great when that happens #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ I think trying to speak up for the individuals we work with in the prison, by giving them a voice and relying this to the relevant professio
#OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
RT @OTalk_: Who's ready for tonight's #OTalk chat on advocacy with @TokunboTweetz? https://t.co/iw55Bp8u6v

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@BeckyFrench_OT Great! how is that? by relaying their views and wishes? #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz It continues to shock me that prejudice from professionals continues to impact on decision making and treatment/care! Indiv
views should never dictate clinical reasoning. #OTalk
Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
RT @charfrenchOT: @Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz It continues to shock me that prejudice from professionals continues to impact on decisio…

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
@GeorgiaVineOT @TokunboTweetz # # # # #OTalk

Rachel OT @_rachelOT
@TokunboTweetz I think it could be. Dependent on the person's needs, advocacy could = independence, or the right support for someone that may not always be
delivered through our service #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz Helping officers understand that the links between autism, ADHD and behaviour, & calling for a different response feels like an important advoca
in prisons #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 2: Can you share any specific matters related to your current practice that you feel would benefit from advocac…

Jude Watkins @heyyyjude13
@TokunboTweetz Definitely a core function,often without realising it. I think it’s inherent in all good OT practice.We advocate completely for a person during our
involvement to themselves, family, carers, &anyone else by taking a personal approach, &facilitating independence & meaning #OTalk
Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@NatalieS_OT Complete sense! These labels also often overshadow the fact that they are just kids! And the fact they they are often victims themselves! #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Helping officers understand that the links between autism, ADHD and behaviour, & calling for a different r…

Lilu Wheeler (pronounced 'Lee-Lou') @LiluWheeler
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 2: Can you share any specific matters related to your current practice that you feel would benefit from advocac…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz I work with autistic children who benefit from advocacy for so many things. Too many myths that cause d…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
Question 3: In what ways do we currently engage in advocacy as occupational therapists? Do we have the adequate tools to support us in effectively advocating fo
matters related to occupational justice? #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz I feel so strongly about changing this perception that people in prison are “bad” and will always be “bad”…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@BeckyFrench_OT Invalidation of sensory needs is a big part. I think people often think the person with sensory sensitivity are exaggerating things #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz #OTalk as a student, I felt this was something that was heard of but not done. Until I saw it in front of my eyes, definitely an eye
opener and as an NQ soon I will continue to advocate for this to be addressed anywhere I am practicing.
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @BeckyFrench_OT Invalidation of sensory needs is a big part. I think people often think the person with sensory sensit…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz I hope all can read all of my very rapidly typed tweets with multiple errors and grammar issues! I need to do my homework beforehand as others
circle have suggested!! #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 3: In what ways do we currently engage in advocacy as occupational therapists? Do we have the adequate tools to…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 3: In what ways do we currently engage in advocacy as occupational therapists? Do we have the adequate tools to…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz Also, I feel the mental drain of continuously advocating our profession to those that are uneducated or unsure on the science behind our role.
#OTalk
Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
RT @heyyyjude13: @TokunboTweetz Definitely a core function,often without realising it. I think it’s inherent in all good OT practice.We adv…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
I'm getting so into the replies that I am forgetting to send out the rest of my questions

#OTalk

Becky the OT @BeckyFrench_OT
I know as part of a placement in young offenders we used the Occupational justice framework to advocate a group made to support choice and empowerment

#OTalk @OTalk_
@TokunboTweetz That's a sign of a very interesting chat

#OTalk

)

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @NatalieS_OT: @TokunboTweetz Young people involved in the justice system!!! (As I'm sure you're aware

). Sometimes the "criminal", "of…

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@TokunboTweetz Still a student but I think it is particularly relevant for repeat referrals/admissions in MH... some professionals are reluctant to consider that relap
under the same diagnosis can be a completely different presentation than previously #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: @NatalieS_OT Complete sense! These labels also often overshadow the fact that they are just kids! And the fact they they…

Rachel OT @_rachelOT
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@TokunboTweetz I work in Assertive Outreach and spend a lot of time advocating for people who might not engage in a consistent way (usually resulting in discha
eviction etc), but who have complex vulnerabilities and need support. Also advocacy/education around addiction #OTalk

wheredoyougetyourprOTein? @clarsyarveyunt
@TokunboTweetz and whilst the ‘nature’ of the disorder must be considered, it should not be prioritised for example if the individual feels confident of a previous
unsuccessful care pathway being of use this time around #OTalk
Jordan @TherapyAccessUK
RT @OT_Jim: @OTalk_ Sorry I’m late, a busy day advocating for my patients... for me OT is the core voice of advocacy as we tend to be the o…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: Bit nervous, but here goes... Question 1: What is your understanding of the meaning of advocacy in occupational therapy?…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: I know as part of a placement in young offenders we used the Occupational justice framework to advocate a group made to…

☯ R͡ ͜ a͡ ͜ c͡ ͜ h͡ ͜ e͡ ͜ ͡ l͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz That is so hard to deal with. Describes my daughter perfectly. Holds it together all day then meltdown, rage and anxiety as so
we get to the car. I got sent on parenting courses
#OTalk
*
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz In an ideal world I would like to feel I am supporting the person to find their own voice, the reality is…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz I find social media as such a powerful to advocate for particular groups such as individuals…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz My sense is that advocacy is a core part of our role. Within the prison system it feels vital to support…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz I feel part of the role is also to help people to have realistic expectation when they do so too #OTalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk for me I do see advocacy as one of the core function of what we do. I see advocacy as something…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Charlee_W: @TokunboTweetz Late to the conversation but I think advocacy is about speaking up for the patients about their wants and nee…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @TokunboTweetz It's raising awareness of what we do and giving people we are working with the understanding of OT and no…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz After seeing other peoples takes on this I think it is a core function in terms of the people we…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: @Murphlemurph Brilliant way of promoting justice based OT roles for students considering career paths! #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@TokunboTweetz I think an adequate tool to support us in advocating for others is being able to reflect on situations individually and with others, by clinical, mana
or peer supervision and professional support groups like #ForensicForum #JusticeBasedOT #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz Perhaps there needs to be an emphasis on making advocacy conscious. I feel how well people understand our role in justice & how well we dev
tools may come down to the passion of the individual, the influence of a tutor, mentor, manager, what environments they work in #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz #OTalk I had a similar experience last week in a hospital with labels of their offending…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@melissa_chieza Dip away! Ive been so inspired by how much advocating goes on online by fellow colleagues! #otalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
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@TokunboTweetz If you feel like an advocate regularly and get supportive positive feedback from pt or their support network then guess you have done your job w
understanding their narrative #OTalk and it feels amazing!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Perhaps there needs to be an emphasis on making advocacy conscious. I feel how well people understand our…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @charfrenchOT: @Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz It continues to shock me that prejudice from professionals continues to impact on decisio…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Charlee_W: @TokunboTweetz I think an adequate tool to support us in advocating for others is being able to reflect on situations indivi…

Rachel OT @_rachelOT
@TokunboTweetz I think occupational formulation can be a form of advocacy within teams - but I advocate as a CCO daily with other services in the community
(ASC/GPs/probation/housing etc) - also work on people learning to advocate for themselves #OTalk

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz I share my OT ax with those involved in an accessible way that provides the voice of the patient of what they want and aspire for. The person m
have shared their feelings and fears in these sessions and it’s important for all involved in their care to be aware clearly. #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@BeckyFrench_OT This is such an important point! And vital to our OT practice given our role in adapting environments! Its quite interesting that others (ie profes
miss how this can be a considerable trigger and explanation to our clients sufferings! #OTalk
Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz Yes, sadly that is acommon response from schools - it is the parent’s fault! Sorry you had to go through that

#OTalk

Rhiannon @steedie1978
@RachelOTstudent @SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz Yep - I’m with you on this one. Magic123 and a variety of parenting courses I was asked to pay for! No su
for any of us! #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz I share my OT ax with those involved in an accessible way that provides the voice of the patient of what t…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz #OTalk as a student, I felt this was something that was heard of but not done. Until I sa…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz Please do! It’s our students who can shape and evolve culture which can at times be negative and unjust. #OTalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Helping officers understand that the links between autism, ADHD and behaviour, & calling for a different r…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz Also, I feel the mental drain of continuously advocating our profession to those that are uneducated or un…

Dr Anita Atwal @anita_atwal
But what do we do about socio economic factors ? These are massive. Sending young persons back to environments with same dark occupations. We must influe
policy . As police chief said 80% of police budget should be spent addressing socio economic factors .
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: I know as part of a placement in young offenders we used the Occupational justice framework to advocate a group made to…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@TokunboTweetz I use my OT assessments to advocate for my clients. A couple a week ago I did a joint sensory environment assessment with a child on his sch
then supported him to advocate for himself to his SENCO. Works a treat! #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @clarsyarveyunt: @TokunboTweetz Still a student but I think it is particularly relevant for repeat referrals/admissions in MH... some pr…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz I work in Assertive Outreach and spend a lot of time advocating for people who might not engage in a consiste…

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OT_Expert @TokunboTweetz Aww, you are such a reassuring owl! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk, professional understanding, complexity of people, wider determinants of health, those with adversity or lack of opportunity, mh, delirium
dementia, me/cos and long covid
Toks O @TokunboTweetz
Question 4: What are the challenges or barriers faced when advocating for others or ourselves? How might we overcome them? #OTalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @clarsyarveyunt: @TokunboTweetz and whilst the ‘nature’ of the disorder must be considered, it should not be prioritised for example if…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz I use my OT assessments to advocate for my clients. A couple a week ago I did a joint sensory environme…

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
@TokunboTweetz So many people passionate advocates on here. Not to mention charities too. @OT_Expert @ciarale01 @LifeBoatGeek @GeorgiaVineOT
@Occ4LifeLtd @OT_Jim @LecturerMish - so many amazing people #otalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @RachelOTstudent: @SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz That is so hard to deal with. Describes my daughter perfectly. Holds it together all…

Becky the OT @BeckyFrench_OT
In PICU and acute we have evaulauted our assessments to take on a more colloborative approach. Instead of having done to its more a done with approach... the
professionals who have these assessments #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz Yes, sadly that is acommon response from schools - it is the parent’s fault! Sorry you…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: In PICU and acute we have evaulauted our assessments to take on a more colloborative approach. Instead of having done t…

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz Twitter chats (I can think of a good one ). The second part is interesting and ,
is similar to my dissertation topic- I think it's the education. Like T
its great but many don't use it because of the blur between professional and personal boundaries #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 4: What are the challenges or barriers faced when advocating for others or ourselves? How might we overcome the…

☯ R͡ ͜ a͡ ͜ c͡ ͜ h͡ ͜ e͡ ͜ ͡ l͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz 7 years I battled to get help. Focussing on educating myself so that I am better qualified to help her as I got nowhere with GP
CAMHS #OTalk
Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz Digital literacy-more education is definitely needed #OTalk

Nina @rainbowbrightNS
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz Also, I feel the mental drain of continuously advocating our profession to those that are uneducated or un…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz The view of “oh we’ve tried that before” or “they will just go back to crime” really bugs me - despite the person having clear goals to explore new
alternative occupations and roles, and having the volition and skills to do so. #OTalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
@RachelOTstudent @SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz That is common, unfortunately. Parents are often blamed, as the 'bad behaviour' is often at home and so
think that is the trigger. It often seems parenting courses are given by default
& a lot of the strategies can increase stress for the child #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Charlee_W: @TokunboTweetz I think an adequate tool to support us in advocating for others is being able to reflect on situations indivi…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz The view of “oh we’ve tried that before” or “they will just go back to crime” really bugs me - despite the…

OT_Expert

@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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RT @TokunboTweetz: @melissa_chieza Dip away! Ive been so inspired by how much advocating goes on online by fellow colleagues! #otalk

Rhiannon @steedie1978
@TokunboTweetz #otalk preconceptions - like others have shared already, people can be seen as labels, offence or known by their risk assessment and not know
their interests, wants, needs and hopes.
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @chaniedavies: @TokunboTweetz If you feel like an advocate regularly and get supportive positive feedback from pt or their support netwo…

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk challenges from other professionals and or families. To overcome: to spend time to explain our reasoning, professional and clinical as w
our role.
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 4: What are the challenges or barriers faced when advocating for others or ourselves? How might we overcome the…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk challenges from other professionals and or families. To overcome: to spend time to explain our r…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @steedie1978: @TokunboTweetz #otalk preconceptions - like others have shared already, people can be seen as labels, offence or known by…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
@TokunboTweetz I've come across some barriers/negative response if I'm trying to advocate for a group of people, but I'm not actually part of that community, but
ally #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@_rachelOT This completely describes my daily battles around trying highlight the need of making our services more accessible for some of the more marginalise
groups! Its quite exhausting explaining that poor engagement is the result of poor facilitation of engagement! #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @steedie1978: @TokunboTweetz #otalk preconceptions - like others have shared already, people can be seen as labels, offence or known by…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk challenges from other professionals and or families. To overcome: to spend time to explain our r…

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz Overcoming this is about persistence, education and staying true to the persons aspirations and obtaining the “just right challenge” in an environ
which facilitates, rather than restricts performance. #OTalk

Rachel OT @_rachelOT
@TokunboTweetz Stigma is a huge barrier - I think it can help to stick with working in a strengths based way, OT is great for reminding people about the person be
the diagnosis/history/risk, education can help but not always if people are stuck doing things the way they always have #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz Overcoming this is about persistence, education and staying true to the persons aspirations and obtaining…

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz Stigma is a huge barrier - I think it can help to stick with working in a strengths based way, OT is great fo…

OT_Expert
#OTalk

@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@Charlee_W hahah Charlee you never miss a beat for a cheeky plug of the #ForensicForum #JusticeBasedOT Totally unlocking new levels of advocacy!#OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@charfrenchOT @Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz As her educator I can definitely say it is definitely something Lauren will always do! #OTalk #SoProud

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@TokunboTweetz For me an external influence tools...OT Ax, occupational formulation I believe can and will be a game changer and personalised care plans and
(much improvement needed) but also inner tools such as courage, resilience, stoicism, reflection and flexibility in methods #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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RT @OT_Expert: #OTalk https://t.co/7pMp55Xpfk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz @Charlee_W Yep, see how she sneaked that one in there! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @TokunboTweetz For me an external influence tools...OT Ax, occupational formulation I believe can and will be a game chan…

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OT_Jim @charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz #OTalk Thank you

.

Lesley Hawkins @LesleyHawkins5
@TokunboTweetz As others have said, I think labels are a barrier to advocacy. The solution? Education, seeing beyond the label, looking at the individual #otalk

Rachel OT @_rachelOT
@TokunboTweetz Absolutely, we need so much more flexibility in services #OTalk

OT_Expert
#OTalk

@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@TokunboTweetz Lack of understanding from others, being seen as a part of the problem or “splitting the team!” (Hate that term) #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @LesleyHawkins5: @TokunboTweetz As others have said, I think labels are a barrier to advocacy. The solution? Education, seeing beyond th…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk main barrier is actually fm other people. Sometimes it doesn’t matter how much I advocate for the children, some people just do not wan
listen or change. A very frustrating part of my job as it’s the child that suffers. Mandatory autism training is a good step fwd
Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@OT_Jim @Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz / love this! Educator/student relationships are like no other! #OTalk

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OT_Jim @TokunboTweetz #OTalk being told you are blocking a bed/ preventing discharge.

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
RT @charfrenchOT: @OT_Jim @Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz / love this! Educator/student relationships are like no other! #OTalk

Charlee @Charlee_W
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz Hahahaha!!! It has to be done... #JusticeBasedOT and proud

#OTalk 0

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@RachelOTstudent This is such a lovely example! And it highlights the positive impact that advocacy can have on us as clinicians, when we observe the outcome
#OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz Its really important that we don't take over on behalf of particular groups. However fear of doing this can paralyse us. I believe we must take risk
make mistakes & learn rather than remain silent #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk resistance in others to change and shift to working alongside pt, rather than to or for. Who is perceived expert? Individual symptom or co
management. Lack of time to fully understand person, lack of resources, prescriptive assessments and paperwork. Prof identity

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
Some have already started to answer this, would love to hear more... Question 5: Can you share any past or present experiences of successfully, or unsuccessfull
advocating for a matter? Or experiences of a current advocacy journey? #OTalk

OT~whatsyourfocus @farrah_money
@TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert Can’t help but think what if we get it wrong? If the advocacy isn’t directly from the person but gauged on instinct? Not sure how we
overcome this
#otalk
2
#OTalk @OTalk_
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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We're coming to the end of tonight's chat - what are everyone's final thoughts? Anything you've taken from this chat that has inspired or motivated you? #OTalk
https://t.co/xoCodrpTLN

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @TokunboTweetz: Some have already started to answer this, would love to hear more... Question 5: Can you share any past or present exper…

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
RT @charfrenchOT: @OT_Jim @Lauren_kenton15 @TokunboTweetz / love this! Educator/student relationships are like no other! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Final question of the evening! #OTalk

Helen @HelenArnfieldOT
@TokunboTweetz #otalk yes definitely an area we can and should be involved in. Working in the community we are often the one professional that looks at the pe
an #holistic way and can pull together other MDT and services to hear their voice
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @melissa_chieza: @TokunboTweetz So many people passionate advocates on here. Not to mention charities too. @OT_Expert @ciarale01 @LifeBo…

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk

Melissa chieza @melissa_chieza
@TokunboTweetz We may become too involved in a situation. For instance, e.g Diabetes Technology may be available to some but not all. Equal opportunities.

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
By the way, I have totally lost track of where I am on the timeline. Sorry if I don’t get a chance to reply to all responses individually. Brilliant conversations, learning
much! #OTalk
Rhiannon @steedie1978
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz #otalk it’s finding that balance isn’t it!

Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@farrah_money @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert #OTalk I guess that comes with experience, knowledge, professional reasoning and Theory. As a student myself
question my decisions but if you have addressed the relevant parties and consider all options and feel it is the best decision. Document it and follow your instincts.
Helen @HelenArnfieldOT
@TokunboTweetz Really important to have the views of the community we are advocating for/with, all too easy to think we know what they need/want #otalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@TokunboTweetz @OTstudent_Megan @em_v99 @Lauren_kenton15 should all have great ones ;) #OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@BeckyFrench_OT Do tell me more! @NatalieS_OT are in the process of developing and structuring our OT offer to YPs in youth justice services, so would love t
how you got on! #OTalk
Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@OT_Expert @TokunboTweetz I think shutting down allies is one of the most dangerous positions any of us can take. I feel really concerned when I see such
polarisation. I feel it takes away hope for change for all #OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk adly unsuccessful for my well known pt...convinced delirium not dementia...she died and my years of visits and knowledge of her norma
fobbed off in hospital
family appreciated3
my efforts though
Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz I tweeted 24 letter style tweets to the OT community from the CP community it went down great I loved it! #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz It's not possible or expected! #OTalk

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@TokunboTweetz My best example is from final placement, frontal temporal dementia, completely written off by Psychological, we did 20+ hot drink assessments
multiple locations, using makaton and activity analysis to prove learning #OTalk

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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Rachel Ravey McLoughlin OT
@RachelRaveyMcOT 0
0&
&
When families may disagree with decisions the patient has made re. their discharge (destination, package of care etc) but they have capacity to make these decis
We can help families understand & accept these decisions #OTalk

Rhiannon @steedie1978
@OTalk_ I’m totally inspired. From a previous career in Probation and now a first year student OT, this is the 2nd #otalk that has me considering all things prison a
criminal justice related for my OT future - thanks to everyone for the prison related chat!
#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk – 27th April 2021 – Perinatal Mental Health – an Occupational Approach in Journeys to Recovery https://t.co/kCKfiX2qwp

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz @ot_chill *#OTalk

Chantelle Martin @chaniedavies
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk thankfully lots of positive ones....still orking on the professional advocacy and benefits of ot

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@TokunboTweetz It's a tricky one, I've been reading about it a lot the only way is having multiple accounts #OTalk!

#OTalk @OTalk_
That's the end of our #OTalk hour for tonight but do feel free to keep chatting! Thanks very much @TokunboTweetz for hosting and thanks everyone for taking part
https://t.co/VySlB96NgY

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@OTalk_ It went so quickly! Thank you to all who contributed! Whilst my heart rate is coming down, i'll keep reading the replies as I am aware that I have missed s
real nuggets! #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @steedie1978: @OTalk_ I’m totally inspired. From a previous career in Probation and now a first year student OT, this is the 2nd #otalk…

☯ R͡ ͜ a͡ ͜ c͡ ͜ h͡ ͜ e͡ ͜ ͡ l͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk staff focus on previous alerts eg domestic violence perp, previous aggression etc, it changes how the person is viewed. Could be due to
condition or pain, ithey are still a person in need of help, care and kindness. All have personal bias, acknowledge them & adapt
Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz #OTalk thank you!!

Georgia Vine @GeorgiaVineOT
@charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz @ot_chill Best way to be!! #OTalk

Kate Edmondson @midsummer77
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 27th April 2021 – Perinatal Mental Health – an Occupational Approach in Journeys to Recovery https://t.co/kCKfiX2qwp

Charlotte French OT @charfrenchOT
@TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ Well done! Loved the chat and a great topic that is needed #OTalk

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz A fave was explaining to a college safeguarding team that the reason I wouldn't escort my pt to college wasn't down to resource issues, but bec
he'd been carefully risk assessed & if we wanted him to integrate explaining the old white woman with him may be tricky. #OTalk
Charlee @Charlee_W
@OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz *#OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Once you've caught up on the chat, check out some of the helpful pages on our website - here's the link to make your own transcript if you'd like to save part of the
for future reference... https://t.co/bl5N1HPXbR #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
...and here's some advice on using #OTalk and Twitter in general for continuing professional development https://t.co/Jads4g8I98

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz We won. He got to go independently. He came out of the meeting & declared love for me. It felt like an appropriate expression!! #OTalk

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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Lauren Kenton @Lauren_kenton15
@farrah_money @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert #OTalk I guess that is why we have networking and MDT’s to ensure the best outcome. It is hard to know for sure
long as you have done what you can using all your resources and document. Not necessarily right or wrong but difference in opinion/ reasoning.
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @farrah_money: @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert Can’t help but think what if we get it wrong? If the advocacy isn’t directly from the person bu…

#OTalk @OTalk_
Thanks all! @colourful_ot signing off for now

#OTalk https://t.co/bbHjQsDx9k
.

Hello my name is Jim @OT_Jim
@melissa_chieza @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert @ciarale01 @LifeBoatGeek @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @LecturerMish Thank you, really honoured to be
included in this group! Don’t underestimate yourself, very inspiring #OTalk
Laura Westwood @LauraWesOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 27th April 2021 – Perinatal Mental Health – an Occupational Approach in Journeys to Recovery https://t.co/kCKfiX2qwp

☯ R͡ ͜ a͡ ͜ c͡ ͜ h͡ ͜ e͡ ͜ ͡ l͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz That is amazing

#OTalk

/

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @OT_Expert @TokunboTweetz I think shutting down allies is one of the most dangerous positions any of us can take. I feel…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @farrah_money @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert #OTalk I guess that comes with experience, knowledge, professional reasoning a…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
@charfrenchOT @BeckyFrench_OT It’s so true, and we should be measuring the outcomes of our doing this to present to colleagues (and further advocate) for th
power of occupation, choice and engagement #OTalk
☯ R͡ ͜ a͡ ͜ c͡ ͜ h͡ ͜ e͡ ͜ ͡ l͜ ☯ @RachelOTstudent
@TokunboTweetz This has been a fantastic #OTalk As a student I tend to lurk a lot and not get very involved

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @farrah_money @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert #OTalk I guess that is why we have networking and MDT’s to ensure the best out…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @OT_Jim: @melissa_chieza @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert @ciarale01 @LifeBoatGeek @GeorgiaVineOT @Occ4LifeLtd @LecturerMish Thank you, really…

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk my understanding is that it's about encouraging and enabling clients to speak up for themselves, and using our positions to amplify their
when, and ONLY when, they are unable to do so.
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BryonyOTStudent: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk my understanding is that it's about encouraging and enabling clients to speak up for themselves,…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @RachelOTstudent: @TokunboTweetz This has been a fantastic #OTalk As a student I tend to lurk a lot and not get very involved

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
@RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz We all lurk, from time to time :) just find a nice corner and get comfortable :) #OTalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: @BeckyFrench_OT Completely agree, which is why we may often find ourselves going above and beyond and doing more than wh…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: I feel that because our process and formulation takes into all concepts we naturally discuss deprivation and challenges…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz @BeckyFrench_OT I think sometimes these needs can be minimised by systems as ‘unimportant’. As OTs we expl…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
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@RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz It remains one of my favourite professional moments. He'd had a bloody awful life & I don't think he'd had the joy of witness
someone caring enough to really fight for him & believe in him ever #OTalk
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: @charfrenchOT @BeckyFrench_OT It’s so true, and we should be measuring the outcomes of our doing this to present to coll…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: Some have already started to answer this, would love to hear more... Question 5: Can you share any past or present exper…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz A fave was explaining to a college safeguarding team that the reason I wouldn't escort my pt to college wa…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz We won. He got to go independently. He came out of the meeting & declared love for me. It felt like an…

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@_rachelOT @OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz #OTalk My mum ran an advocacy project for adults with learning disabilities when I was a kid (try saying that when you'r
people ask you what your mum does!
) And my understanding is that is exactly
!
what it was...it was OT in action, really
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz It remains one of my favourite professional moments. He'd had a bloody awful life & I do…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz Yep. This takes me back to your starting point Toks. If we don't advocate when we need to as a core of our role, then whats
point?? #OTalk
Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@_rachelOT @OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz #OTalk project members were encouraged to know their rights, were supported in work, education, volunteering, issues
housing, relationships, justice system...many areas in which advocating for themselves and/or having an advocate was essential..
Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@_rachelOT @OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz #OTalk.. essential for enabling engagement in the occupations, in many cases for the occupations to even happen

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz 100% core function - we can influence the physical/social environment so much through advocacy, or lack of -…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: @RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz Yep. This takes me back to your starting point Toks. If we don't advocate when we need…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @OTalk_: Thanks all! @colourful_ot signing off for now

#OTalk https://t.co/bbHjQsDx9k
.

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk I had to fight to get a student with severe VI, cognitive delay and balance issues due to childhood cerebellar tumours into college. Event
she was accepted into supported learning.However, with right support she could totally access GCSE level.
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
Thanks for another great #OTalk @OTalk_ & @TokunboTweetz :) _ #OccupationalTherapy

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BryonyOTStudent: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk I had to fight to get a student with severe VI, cognitive delay and balance issues due to childh…

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk so I guess I'm thinking of kids (and all ages) who fall between the cracks of needs education settings etc are familiar with and the assum
made.
Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@TokunboTweetz I spent the next day reading through every single thread and answering them all, because I am so obsessional!

#OTalk

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
RT @Charlee_W: @TokunboTweetz I think an adequate tool to support us in advocating for others is being able to reflect on situations indivi…

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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see it. Diagnosed as an adult they (and I) are still working it out!
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Got homeschooled in the,end for secondary, then a fall out in later teens as parents co

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz My understanding is representing the voice of our patients when the are struggling or unable to do so them…

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz #OTalk I definitely relate to the impact of lockdown. It seems to have made everything more pronounced in me, and that's afte
of going undiagnosed and masking!

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
@TokunboTweetz #OTalk condition awareness - dyspraxia and other conditions effecting executive functioning. I keep seeing people struggling in employment etc
a complete lack of understanding. EF = adulting in NT society, and if you don't adult well it's seen as lack /1
Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@BryonyOTStudent @TokunboTweetz There is a fantastic autistic Twitter family that can help you work some of it out as well as the OT family #OTalk

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@TokunboTweetz Definitely! I did this recently for a 16 year old girl. Her mum said she never had any problems with eye contact. With my support the girl was able
her mum that she felt she had no choice but to give eye contact. Mum was shocked and upset that she did not know this #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz A1. Aside from our patients, we also should be doing so for OURSELVES! An aspect that we may overlook- our daily documentations during ou
#otalk
Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: I feel that because our process and formulation takes into all concepts we naturally discuss deprivation and challenges…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @OTalk_ #OTalk I think it is a core function as we are able to talk to the individuals and understand there needs from…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz My sense is that advocacy is a core part of our role. Within the prison system it feels vital to support…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk for me I do see advocacy as one of the core function of what we do. I see advocacy as something…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @TokunboTweetz It's raising awareness of what we do and giving people we are working with the understanding of OT and no…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @TokunboTweetz and we should also consider opportunities. Aren't we adapting to the social media boom, especially since the past decade?

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz 100% core function - we can influence the physical/social environment so much through advocacy, or lack of -…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @NatalieS_OT Same! I guess this is a topic that is so broad, something we all naturally do in practice, but quite diffic…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz @NatalieS_OT it is very broad indeed. Social media has made this broader. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RachelOTstudent: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk my understanding is being the voice of our client should they need us to be, supporting and ensu…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz I feel we have a role in helping people navigate their way through complex systems that we may have more f…

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
Awesome!!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @OTalk_ @TokunboTweetz After seeing other peoples takes on this I think it is a core function in terms of the people we…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz @BeckyFrench_OT I think sometimes these needs can be minimised by systems as ‘unimportant’. As OTs we expl…

The Persistence of the Victorian Prison @VictorianPrison
RT @Murphlemurph: Phew what a day. Interviewed by @eleanor_march for the fascinating @VictorianPrison research. Followed by a very inter…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz In an ideal world I would like to feel I am supporting the person to find their own voice, the reality is…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz I think advocacy comes in many forms. I see having the opportunity to lecture to students, & speak at con…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 2: Can you share any specific matters related to your current practice that you feel would benefit from advocac…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @TokunboTweetz: @NatalieS_OT Same! I guess this is a topic that is so broad, something we all naturally do in practice, but quite diffic…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz what we do on climate change and sustainability will be one of them. #otalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BillWongOT: @TokunboTweetz @NatalieS_OT it is very broad indeed. Social media has made this broader. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz another one will be- and particularly in the USA, mental health and home health are a couple areas. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Charlee_W: @TokunboTweetz Late to the conversation but I think advocacy is about speaking up for the patients about their wants and nee…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz I find social media as such a powerful to advocate for particular groups such as individuals…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Advocating for the more vulnerable or 'poorly behaved' men within prisons to have access to work roles. He…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @NatalieS_OT: @TokunboTweetz Young people involved in the justice system!!! (As I'm sure you're aware

). Sometimes the "criminal", "of…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz I feel so strongly about changing this perception that people in prison are “bad” and will always be “bad”…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz I work with autistic children who benefit from advocacy for so many things. Too many myths that cause d…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Its really important that we don't take over on behalf of particular groups. However fear of doing this c…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz and a key occupation with this population- educating them on why advocacy is an important occupation for them for the rest o
lives. #otalk
Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @melissa_chieza: @TokunboTweetz Advocating can be seen in many ways. I think the online community does this well. Dipping in and out to…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: I feel that there are also sensory needs that are needed to be highlighted.... this gets a misconception linked to chal…

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Charlee_W: @TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ I think trying to speak up for the individuals we work with in the prison, by giving them a voice and…

The MOHO OT @themoho_ot
RT @TokunboTweetz: Bit nervous, but here goes... Question 1: What is your understanding of the meaning of advocacy in occupational therapy?…

The MOHO OT @themoho_ot
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 2: Can you share any specific matters related to your current practice that you feel would benefit from advocac…

The MOHO OT @themoho_ot
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 3: In what ways do we currently engage in advocacy as occupational therapists? Do we have the adequate tools to…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Charlee_W @TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ That is why I suggested this a few #otalk's ago- OT practitioners should consider organize TEDx events in prison! There
precedent! This will be a good win-win!
Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Helping officers understand that the links between autism, ADHD and behaviour, & calling for a different r…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @heyyyjude13: @TokunboTweetz Definitely a core function,often without realising it. I think it’s inherent in all good OT practice.We adv…

The MOHO OT @themoho_ot
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 4: What are the challenges or barriers faced when advocating for others or ourselves? How might we overcome the…

The MOHO OT @themoho_ot
RT @TokunboTweetz: Some have already started to answer this, would love to hear more... Question 5: Can you share any past or present exper…

Susan Griffiths @SusanGriffiths5
@BillWongOT @TokunboTweetz Absolutely

#OTalk 4

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz This year I will be organizing 3 TEDx events, on top of what I will do off and on social media. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @charfrenchOT @TokunboTweetz #OTalk as a student, I felt this was something that was heard of but not done. Until I sa…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz Also, I feel the mental drain of continuously advocating our profession to those that are uneducated or un…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: I know as part of a placement in young offenders we used the Occupational justice framework to advocate a group made to…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @clarsyarveyunt: @TokunboTweetz Still a student but I think it is particularly relevant for repeat referrals/admissions in MH... some pr…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz I work in Assertive Outreach and spend a lot of time advocating for people who might not engage in a consiste…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @RachelOTstudent: @SusanGriffiths5 @TokunboTweetz That is so hard to deal with. Describes my daughter perfectly. Holds it together all…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Perhaps there needs to be an emphasis on making advocacy conscious. I feel how well people understand our…

Sue Parkinson @MOHOspark
RT @chaniedavies: @TokunboTweetz For me an external influence tools...OT Ax, occupational formulation I believe can and will be a game chan…

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz One key is to explain to our students that this is not as overwhelming and time consuming task as people think. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @TokunboTweetz If you feel like an advocate regularly and get supportive positive feedback from pt or their support netwo…

Bryony Kirkpatrick @BryonyOTStudent
Great #OTalk tonight on #advocacy! The 2nd talk to get me thinking about It in the justice system. Also LD & also peds... between this and @TherapyUos I'm getti
inspired yet no closer to a career area of choice..!
Methinks a rotation will be necessary!
,
Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz I share my OT ax with those involved in an accessible way that provides the voice of the patient of what t…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @BeckyFrench_OT This is such an important point! And vital to our OT practice given our role in adapting environments! I…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk, professional understanding, complexity of people, wider determinants of health, those with adversi…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz In the TEDx platform as an organizer, 2 main ones I see. Externally, this occupation is time consuming! And if it were offline, this can also be ex
investment! Internally, the diversity of content requirement doesn't allow for an all OT TEDx event. #otalk
Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @TokunboTweetz Twitter chats (I can think of a good one

). The second part is interesting and ,
is similar to my disserta…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @GeorgiaVineOT: @TokunboTweetz Digital literacy-more education is definitely needed #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@GeorgiaVineOT @TokunboTweetz and we also should be finding platforms that are efficient and also comfortable for us to use! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz The view of “oh we’ve tried that before” or “they will just go back to crime” really bugs me - despite the…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @steedie1978: @TokunboTweetz #otalk preconceptions - like others have shared already, people can be seen as labels, offence or known by…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk challenges from other professionals and or families. To overcome: to spend time to explain our r…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: @_rachelOT This completely describes my daily battles around trying highlight the need of making our services more acces…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @charfrenchOT: @TokunboTweetz Overcoming this is about persistence, education and staying true to the persons aspirations and obtaining…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz Stigma is a huge barrier - I think it can help to stick with working in a strengths based way, OT is great fo…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OT_Jim: @TokunboTweetz Lack of understanding from others, being seen as a part of the problem or “splitting the team!” (Hate that term)…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk main barrier is actually fm other people. Sometimes it doesn’t matter how much I advocate for th…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Murphlemurph: @TokunboTweetz Its really important that we don't take over on behalf of particular groups. However fear of doing this c…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript…0%2F2021&shour=6&smin=35&tdate=4%2F22%2F2021&thour=7&tmin=35
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@Murphlemurph @TokunboTweetz and another one is- fear of taking on too much! I know when I told people that I am organizing 3 TEDx events this year, many
like, "Are you crazy? Don't you care about your occupational balance?" #otalk https://t.co/3KcA5obM1U

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@TokunboTweetz The fact that I am organizing 3 TEDx events this year should be considered a success, even if they are all virtual events. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @HelenArnfieldOT: @TokunboTweetz #otalk yes definitely an area we can and should be involved in. Working in the community we are often t…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @melissa_chieza: @TokunboTweetz We may become too involved in a situation. For instance, e.g Diabetes Technology may be available to som…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Lauren_kenton15: @farrah_money @TokunboTweetz @OT_Expert #OTalk I guess that comes with experience, knowledge, professional reasoning a…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @HelenArnfieldOT: @TokunboTweetz Really important to have the views of the community we are advocating for/with, all too easy to think w…

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
and this includes blocking our own on social media. We should treat each other with respect. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: @TokunboTweetz #OTalk thankfully lots of positive ones....still orking on the professional advocacy and benefits of ot

Nyla @n_y__l_a
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: I feel that there are also sensory needs that are needed to be highlighted.... this gets a misconception linked to chal…

Nyla @n_y__l_a
RT @TokunboTweetz: @BeckyFrench_OT This is such an important point! And vital to our OT practice given our role in adapting environments! I…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BillWongOT: and this includes blocking our own on social media. We should treat each other with respect. #otalk

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
@RachelOTstudent @TokunboTweetz That's what's so great about #OTalk, we can all dip in and out as we feel able to and learn a lot from just reading through ot
tweets, if we're not very knowledgeable or confident in that topic.

Samantha Shann @otsamantha
@TokunboTweetz Sorry I missed tonights #OTalk discussion but catching up now, some really useful insights & examples of #advocacy. I would suggest looking a
using the @thewfot tool kit, freely available at https://t.co/Uo6CqG5h62
OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @otsamantha: @TokunboTweetz Sorry I missed tonights #OTalk discussion but catching up now, some really useful insights & examples of #ad…

Kate Sheehan OT @OTKateSheehan
RT @otsamantha: @TokunboTweetz Sorry I missed tonights #OTalk discussion but catching up now, some really useful insights & examples of #ad…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BillWongOT: @Charlee_W @TokunboTweetz @OTalk_ That is why I suggested this a few #otalk's ago- OT practitioners should consider organiz…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @BryonyOTStudent @TokunboTweetz There is a fantastic autistic Twitter family that can help you work some of it out as…

Dee @OTinretirement
RT @otsamantha: @TokunboTweetz Sorry I missed tonights #OTalk discussion but catching up now, some really useful insights & examples of #ad…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @SusanGriffiths5: @TokunboTweetz Definitely! I did this recently for a 16 year old girl. Her mum said she never had any problems with ey…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BillWongOT: @TokunboTweetz A1. Aside from our patients, we also should be doing so for OURSELVES! An aspect that we may overlook- our d…
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Kelly S @KellyOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: Bit nervous, but here goes... Question 1: What is your understanding of the meaning of advocacy in occupational therapy?…

Robert Workman @RobW_OT
@SwanBay_MH_OT

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@BryonyOTStudent @TherapyUos I joined late. I actually did a lecture for my class during #otalk time.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @otsamantha: @TokunboTweetz Sorry I missed tonights #OTalk discussion but catching up now, some really useful insights & examples of #ad…

MiniSPOT ESSLei @minispotESSLei
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – 27th April 2021 – Perinatal Mental Health – an Occupational Approach in Journeys to Recovery https://t.co/kCKfiX2qwp

Kelly S @KellyOT
RT @TokunboTweetz: Question 3: In what ways do we currently engage in advocacy as occupational therapists? Do we have the adequate tools to…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Murphlemurph: Question 3. Unconditional positive regard can be challenging when faced with those who perpetrate particular offences. Ho…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @Keirwales: @Murphlemurph I often have trouble with this concept regard verb consider or think of in a specified way We cant contro…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @charfrenchOT: @Keirwales @Murphlemurph Agree with this completely! What we are not saying as therapists is the crime that was committed…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @charfrenchOT: @Murphlemurph Q3 Darker sides of occupation may provide meaning, purpose and belonging for that individual. Although choi…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @_rachelOT: @Murphlemurph I think educating ourselves - considering different approaches in the MDT (psychology formulations are so help…

OT_Expert
@OT_Expert
✨
✨%
%&
&
RT @BillWongOT: @_rachelOT @Murphlemurph I know for me if I were to work in that setting, making sure I have strong coping strategies is ke…

Deborah murphy @Murphlemurph
@Charlee_W @TokunboTweetz @RCOT_MH Between the two of you looks like you might be giving us a mention in every #OTalk !

Catriona Khamisha @KhamishaC
RT @otsamantha: @TokunboTweetz Sorry I missed tonights #OTalk discussion but catching up now, some really useful insights & examples of #ad…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @BeckyFrench_OT: In PICU and acute we have evaulauted our assessments to take on a more colloborative approach. Instead of having done t…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @_rachelOT: @TokunboTweetz Stigma is a huge barrier - I think it can help to stick with working in a strengths based way, OT is great fo…

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Also reductionist assessment

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
#otalk absolutely if we claim to be person centred

Hayley Wright @hayleymwright
Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatouskova @HOPE4TC @fam6
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@CovUni_CIH @BenaK2551 @becky_crookes @DrGraceCarter @DrCPW @Clair_Dempsey @Emma_J_Vardy @lycett_deborah
Clair Dempsey @Clair_Dempsey
RT @hayleymwright: Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatou…

Dr Riya Patel @RiyaPatel91
RT @hayleymwright: Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatou…

Clare Wood @DrCPW
RT @hayleymwright: Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatou…

Joanne Lloyd
@jlloydPM02357
&
&
RT @hayleymwright: Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatou…

Carolyn @CeeCeeOT
I need to read the transcript! Surely a relevant topic for all occupational therapists #Advocacy #OTalk

Grace Carter
@DrGraceCarter
5
56
67
78
8
RT @hayleymwright: Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatou…

Johns Hopkins Frailty Science #FrailtyFighter @FrailtyScience
RT @RobW_OT: @MangarInt #OTalk I’m aware of several services where OT or physio attend falls with the paramedic. Also great to have therapi…

Hope For The Community CIC @HOPE4TC
RT @hayleymwright: Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatou…

Toks O @TokunboTweetz
RT @otsamantha: @TokunboTweetz Sorry I missed tonights #OTalk discussion but catching up now, some really useful insights & examples of #ad…

Faith Martin @fam6
RT @hayleymwright: Please RT guys! Lots of #OccupationalTherapy practitioners needed for important #research survey! @OTalk_ #OTalk @GMatou…

The MOHO OT @themoho_ot
RT @OTalk_: Once you've caught up on the chat, check out some of the helpful pages on our website - here's the link to make your own transc…

RachaelOTUK @rachaelOTUK
Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #JourneysToRecovery in support of
#MaternalMentalHealthWeek 3rd-9th May @MMHAlliance @PMHPUK @RCOT_MH @LeanneDavies_OT
Mandy Espey Chief AHP DBTH & RDASH
@EspeyMandy
&
&
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

Mandy Graham @MandyGrahamOT
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

Leanne Davies @LeanneDavies_OT
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

LecturerMish
9
9:
: She/Her
;
;<
<&
& @LecturerMish =
=
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

BAMEOTUK @BAMEOTUK
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

Debra Jeffery
@Debbiejanej
%
%
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

Suhailah Mohamed @MohamedSuhailah
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…
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sarah maris-shaw
@sarahmarisshaw
&
&
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

Krysalis Neuro OT @KrysalisNeuroOT
With thanks to @UKABIF @cbituk @HeadwayUK @BPSOfficial @Murphlemurph @PitmanIvan @CentreforMH #OTalk @OTalk_ @RCOT_NP @theRCOT
opinions and input that shaped this #talkingheads feature article on a very important subject. https://t.co/kD3kuPU8ph
Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…

lindsaynoble_mhot @linsfd
RT @rachaelOTUK: Really looking forward to hosting next week's #OTalk with @sarahmarisshaw discussing #PerinatalOccupationalTherapy and #Jo…
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